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Abstract
This paper presents steganographic algorithm, for hiding secret text in raw video files. The
implementing and extraction method are described and empirical tests are performed to evaluate the
security of the proposed algorithm. The steganographic analysis includes files comparison, histogram
analysis, Peak to signal noise ratio and Chi-square analysis.
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Introduction

Steganology is an art of science including two general aspects - Steganography and Steganographic analysis
(or Steganalysis) [1, 12, 16]. The first aspect - Steganography, means ”covered writing” and its main
purpose is ”data hiding”. The are different ways to hide data used in the past, but in recent years
concerning the information is mostly digital, Steganography methods are improved to work with digital
files containing the hidden data. Usually the files caring the secret message are called stego-containers and
the most used files are digital images [8, 10]. New approaches for steganography explore the possibilities
for hiding information in different types of files such as video files and this paper is presenting an algorithm
for covering data in digital raw video files.
Steganalysis is the other main aspect ot Steganology and has the purpose to determine the possibility
for existence of hidden data[13, 15]. The steganalysis is also a part information security [9, 14] and uses
different methods for analysing the files with file size comparison, histogram analysis, measuring values
such as Peak to signal noise ratio (PSNR), Chi-square etc.

2

Stego algorithm

Embedding digital information in specific type of files requires knowledge of the file structure. For example
images are composed of pixels [2], audio files are composed of samples [3] and video files are composed of
frames. Our focus are video files and we use their frames for data embedding. Video files are decomposed
to frames and the frames are processed as images. The proposed scheme is based on standard Least
significant bit (LSB) method[8, 10]. Programming language Python is used for the software realization
of the algorithm.

2.1

Embedding algorithm

The embedding process includes the following steps:
• The secret text message (T ) for hiding is being typed
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• A control symbol is appended at the end of the secret message (in our case the symbol is ”∼”,
because is rarely used in text )
• The text is converter in binary sequence using ASCII table values
• The video file (P ) (plain video) is decomposed into frames
• The number of the frames n is divided to the number of the letters (l) and the result (lpf ) (letter
per frame) is rounded to determine the total number of the letters that will be embedded in every
frame
• The number of total symbols (l) of the secret message and the number of letters per frame (lpf )
are being embedded in the first frame as a binary sequence with LSB method
• The embedding process of the secret message starts from the second frame and in frame lpf letters
are being embedded using LSB method
• The result stego frames are composed again into stego video file - S (stego-container)

2.2

Extraction algorithm

The extraction process includes the following steps:
• Stego video file S is decomposed into frames
• From the fist frame, number of total letters of the secret message (l) and the number of letters per
frame (lpf ) are extracted and converted into integer values
• From every frame (until the control control symbol) (lpf ) letters are extracted and appended to
restore the secret message (T )

3

Stego analysis

The steganographic analysis that we performed includes file comparison and some stego indicators.

3.1

Visual analysis

The purpose of this test is to determine if there are any visual differences between plain video files and
their corresponding files with hidden data. Figure 1 shows the first frames of out test video files with
their corresponding stego frames with embedded information.
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(a) Video 1 - first frame

(b) Video 1 - first frame with embedded data

(c) Video 2 - first frame

(d) Video 2 - first frame with embedded data

(e) Video 3 - first frame

(f) Video 3 - first frame with embedded data

(g) Video 4 - first frame

(h) Video 4 - first frame with embedded data

Figure 1: Visual analysis - plain video files with their corresponding stego video files
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This tests demonstrate there is no visual difference between video files even if all the pixels in a frames
are the same or similar color (see Figure 1(e) and Figure 1(f)).

3.2

File size comparison

One of the most important aspects in steganography is to leave no trace of file modifications. Changing the
file size in embedding process can be considered as an indicator for steganography. Figure 2 demonstrates
that the our algorithm do not change the file size in hiding process.

(a) Plain video

(b) Stego video

(c) Plain video - detailed info

(d) Stego video - detailed info

Figure 2: File size comparison
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The full file comparison tests we made are presented in Table 1.
File
Name
Toy.avi
Plane.avi
Canyon.avi
Drop.avi
Stream.avi

File
Size
30.5MB
87.8MB
1.10GB
32.0MB
137.0MB

Stego File
Size
30.5MB
87.8MB
1.10GB
32.0MB
137.0MB

Table 1: File size comparison

3.3

Histogram Analysis

The histogram analysis compares the frames (processed as images) of the plain and their corresponding
stego frames (frames with embedded data). Image histograms represent the tonal distribution of the
colors in the images. This test compares histograms of plain and stego frames.

(a) First frame of a plain file - Red (b) First frame of a plain file - Green (c) First frame of a plain file - Blue
channel
channel
channel

(d) First frame of a stego file - Red (e) First frame of a stego file - Green (f) First frame of a stego file - Blue
channel
channel
channel

Figure 3: Histogram analysis - color histograms
Figure 3 demonstrates the similarity of the plain and stego frames which is indicator of successfully
realized steganography.

3.4

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) measure the power of clean signal against the power of noise. For our
tests we calculated the PSNR for the fist three frames of every plain and its corresponding stego frame
of the video files. PSNR is calculated as follows:
P SN R = 10 log10
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M AX 2
dB,
M SE

(1)

where M AX is the maximum possible value of pixel color (In our case the maximum value is 255) and
M SE is the mean square error between the plain and stego frame. MSE is defined as:
M SE =

N
1 X
(xi − yi )2 ,
N i=1

(2)

where N is the total number of pixels in the frame, xi and yi are the corresponding pixel values of the
plain and stego frames.
Table 2 and Table 3 contain the results of our tests.
Table 2: Mean Square Error
File
Name
Toy.avi
Plane.avi
Canyon.avi
Drop.avi
Stream.avi
Ref [8]

Total
Frames
139
100
1142
182
157
-

Embedded
Chars
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
-

Chars in
Frame
8
21
3
23
33
100

Frame 1
MSE
0.52083
0.18446
0.15432
0.00015
0.34722
0.0021

Frame 2
MSE
0.00015
0.93316
0.13503
0.00049
0.00012
-

Frame 3
MSE
0.00013
0.87891
0.11574
0.00049
0.00013
-

Frame 2
PSNR
86.3149
88.4312
96.8265
81.1961
87.0208
-

Frame 3
PSNR
86.8420
88.6914
97.4959
81.1486
86.6703
-

Table 3 contains the results of our tests.
Table 3: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
File
Name
Toy.avi
Plane.avi
Canyon.avi
Drop.avi
Stream.avi
Ref [8]
Ref [10]

Total
Frames
139
100
1142
182
157
-

Embedded
Chars
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
-

Chars in
Frame
8
21
3
23
33
100
-

Frame 1
PSNR
90.9638
95.4717
96.2466
86.1625
92.7247
74.9390
73.98

Higher PSNR indicates more clear signal and values over 60 dB are considered as acceptable for
steganographic analysis.

3.5

Chi-Square analysis

In order to check if our steganographic algorithm can resist to Chi-square attacks we used Chi-square
steganography test software. The red curve indicates Chi-square values of the tested frames and the green
values represent the average value of the LSBs. If the green values are above the red curve the test is
passed successfully. Figure 4 demonstrates the results of our tests. On the left are diagrams of the first
frames and on the right are their corresponding stego frames.
The Chi-square tests shows that there is no trace of steganography in the video files, indicated that
the proposed algorithm can withstands against Chi-square attacks.

4

Future work

For additional security the stego algorithm can be combined with cryptographic pseudo-random generator
[4, 5, 6, 7, 13] for encrypting the secret message before embedding or for random selection of the frames
of pixel positions for applying the LSB method.
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Figure 4: Chi-Square analysis

5

Conclusion

We designed a video steganographic algorithm for data hiding in video files. The algorithm is software
realized in Python for Steganographic analysis. Stegoanalysis shows there are no visual signs of steganography
and there are no file size changes in data embedding process. Steganographic analysis also indicates high
values of PSNR and resistance against Chi-square attacks.
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